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The Moral Dimension of Islamic Economy
Abstract of the presentation
Islamic economics is based on a corpus of principles that were established and fixed in a
period of time anterior to the development of capitalism. That is why many characteristics of
Islamic Finance focused mainly on commercial and trade activities instead of production
activities. After the 18th century, Islamic thoughts including economy had to face the harsh
intrusion of the western civilization. The main question was double: How to resist or
compete with the West by renovating Islam? That is why for example, Islamic finance has
invented new financing instruments. The second question was: How to live inside an
invading Capitalist World and at the same time keep alive and respect Islamic obligations for
individuals that were continuously connected with globalized market? This second question:
How to be Muslim in a capitalist World became more and more important with the huge
revenues provided by gas and oil discovered in the Arab World in the 20th century.
The point that will be discussed is then the following. Till yet Islamic economics is mainly
defensive in front of the development of capitalism. It tries to accommodate, to adapt Islamic
thoughts with the growing pregnancy of capital development. This defensive point of view is
limiting the score and the possibilities for Islamic thoughts to participate in the international
debates on the deep Crisis of Capitalism.
Our point of view is that Islamic Moral Economy could participate in an “ethical” response to
Capitalism Crisis. It would be necessary to elaborated an autonomous Islamic critic of
Capitalism (autonomous from socialist critic of capitalism and autonomous from a global
critic of the West). By re-interpreting the Islamic principles of economy, Islamic thoughts
could become an Islamic wisdom useful for the whole mankind and then, Islamic economy
could be a more active player in the debates about “ethic Finance”.
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